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VI. - The Sanskrit Aorists: Their Classification and 
History 

By P ROFESSOR CHARLE R . LANM 

RARVARD UNIVERSITY 

THIS paper is a by-product of the work of elaborating a 
anskrit Grarmnar j or Beginners. BreL'is esse laboro , obscu

?'U S fi o. Between the cylla and Charybdis of prolixity and 
inadequacy i hard teering. And so 1 was the more glad 
to accept the Executive Committee' kind invitation to print 
thi es ay in the Transactions , becau e 1 felt that, with it once 
printed , I could the more ruthle sly and easily trim it down 
to the Procrustean limits of the ' little grammar. ' Lest any 
one deride me for including a table of paradigms in a ' paper ,' 
I will add that 1 have put into the typography of the Table 
so much of painstaking ingenuity as may (1 hope) justify 
me. Whoso doubts, - let him examine for instance the gram
mar of the admirable Kielhorn, where the aorist paradigms 
cha e one another bewilderingly from page 127 to 137 and 
from page 145 to 147; or let him look at pages 181 to 187 of 
the grammar (1805) of the giant Colebrooke. 

The facts concerning the aorists of the Vedic and classical 
Sanskrit are given in a masterly way by one of the founders 
of thi As ociation, its first president (Transactions, L, 6) , 
William Dwight Whitney, in his Sanskrit Grammar, and in the 
Supplement thereto, his Root-book. Had more of life and 
strength been granted to that stout-hearted old veteran for 
the study of these, his own, two works, we should probably 
have had a revision of the aorist-chapter which would have 
put tlus subject in a clearer light. Just this, and no more, 
is all that 1 try to do in this paper. It presents no new facts ; 
but it endeavors to interpret long-known facts in a different 
way. These interpretations concern in the main the hybrid 
forms of the s-aorist and the abortive beginnings of the so-
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called si,s--aorist. If other matters are stated with more clear
ness than hitherto, - lant tnieux. 

The hybrid s-aorist forms in -is and -it. - It happens that the laws of Sanskrit 
sound-combination are such as to make the normal Vedic forms of the 2d and 
3d singular active of the s-aorist (such as anais anais, for anais-s anais-t, from 
ni, lead) ambiguous and haracterless. \\lbitney (at 880) says: "Before s 
and t of 2d and 3d sing. act. of the s-aorist is in the later language always in· 
serted an i, making the endings is and it. This insertion is unknown in the 
earliest language." 

Bu t this i is no "insertion." In the later forms of the s·aorist, such as 
anaij-is anai~-It, we have in fact a taking-over, bodily, of the entire ending 
of the corresponding form of the i$-aorist, such as abodh-is abodh-it (which 
ending already contains the tense-sign i$ and also the personal ending s or t), 
and an adding of it to the older forms of the s-aorist, such as anais anais (which 
forms already represent both the tense-sign s and the personal ending s or t). 
The fo rms anai~-Is anai~it are accordingly hybrid forms, that is to say, com
plete s-aorist forms to which normal endings of the i.)"-aorist have been super· 
added.' 

The si.)"-aorist forms. - These are an abortive outgro'wth from the hybrid 
forms of the s-aorist of roots in ti. Beside the normal forms (such as ay as-am 
aya -us) of the s-aorist of ya, we find also the hybrid form ayas-It. But if the 
I. s. to abodh-It is abodh-i~am, then a wholly analogous I. S. to ayas-it should be 
and is ayas-i~am . This is the point of derailment of the s-series into the si.)"
series. 

A grammar of classical Sanskrit cannot be blamed for giv
ing, as a paradigm of the s-aorist, anai!?-am anai . -is anai!?-it 
etc., thus mingling new with old, and allowing the hybrid 
forms to displace the old and normal anais anais. But it is 
this mingling and displacing which confuses the genetic re
lations of the s-aorist series to the i,s--aorist series. By all 
means, let the usual paradigm of the s-aorist stand, but let 
the grammars fail not to emphasize the secondary and later 
character of the hybrid forms. 

, It is doubtless a very similar thing which has happened in the common 
classical forms of root as (be), namely as-Is as-it, which replace the normal 
but ambiguous Vedic forms as as, standing for as-s as-t: cL Doric ~s (3d sing.). 
Perhaps the like holds also for the forms ahrav-is abrav·it. - Similarly, to the 
complete Vedic word i-d (pronominal root and case-ending) is added yet an
other case-ending -am, giving idam. And so, in modem English, to the norn.
acc. s. neuter i-t, is superadded a genitive ending Os, giving its. 
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The Aorists: Simple, Reduplicated, Sigmatic 

T he aorist is used in classical Sanskrit as a simple past 
tense, often in connection with a perfect or an imperfect, and 
without distinction therefrom. In the Veda it is used for 
what ha just taken place. early half the roots that occur 
in the Rig- Veda show aorist form ; but in much of the classi
cal Sanskrit, the aorist is of infrequent occurrence. The 
s-aorist and the i~-aorist are the mo t important. The re
duplicated aorist serves as the aorist of causatives. Isolated 
Vedic forms survive in common phrases like ma bhais (fear 
not) and ma gas (don't go) : see al 0 p. 86 end. - ote that the 
same root often makes aorists of more than one formation. 
Thus gam (go) shows all three: root-aorist, agam-am; re
duplicated, ajIgama-m; igmatic, agams-i. 

Of each of the three formations (simple, reduplicated, sig
matic) there are two kinds, according as the stem does not end 
in a, or does end in a. Of the reduplicated aorist, however, 
the non-a-forms appear only in the Veda, and in meagre traces 
(gr, wake, ajlgar; dhr, hold, adIdhar; svap, sleep, asi!?vap), 
and accordingly do not count as one of the accepted' seven' 
aorists. 

Furthermore, the aorist tense-sign s (like the future tense
sign sya) i added to some roots directly, but to others with 
the di junctive i: so that, to the s-aorist, we m~ t add a sub
variety, the i:l'-aorist. But of this last, there are found only 
forms of the non-a-conjugation. The' si~-aorist' is merely 
an abortive outgrowth ( ee pp. 94- 98) from the s-aorist, and 
(like the i~-aori t) makes only forms of the non-a-conjugation. 

Of the simple aorist, the forms from non-a- terns may be 
called root-aorists, and those from a-stems may be called 
a-aorists. Likewise, of the sigmatic aorists, the forms from 
stem in s may be called s-aorists; and those from stems in 
sa may be called sa-aorists. And since reduplication is the 
salient characteri tic of the remaining variety, we may call 
this th reduplicated aorist. The nlimeration here used for 
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t he ' seven' aorists is the traditional one; and it appears in 
the following t.able, which shows each formation, each with 
one example of a root and its aorist stem. 

SIMPLE I REDOPUCATED I SlGKATIC 

Non.".} 1. root-aor. (V~c) 4. s-aor.. 5. i~-aor . 6. si~-aor. 
<onj. da., ada. gr, aJigar ni, ana.l~ pii, apa.vi~ ya, ayasil? 
The .a- } 2. a.-aori:l 3. ~edup~: .aor. 7. s~-ao~t 
<on). SIC, aSlca Jan, aJIJana dIe, adikl?a 

The sequence of these seven classes of aorists is very clear 
from the Table. First, as to the precedence of the non-a
conjugation over the a-conjugation. In all these aorist forms, 
the most pervading difference is this, that some are made from 
non-a-stems and the rest from a-stems. Since the forms from 
non-a-stems (upon the whole) very greatly outnumber those 
from a-stems, the non-a-conjugation is put first . 

Second, as t.o the sequence of the three formations, simple 
and reduplicated and sigmatic. It is obviously natural to 
put the simplest formation first, the reduplicated (which is 
without any extraneous element, other than the augment, 
which is common to all) next, and the formation with the ex
traneous element (s) last. - Each of these three fo rmations 
constitutes a minor sequence by itself: and accordingly, the 
root-aorist comes first and the a-aorist comes second ; and the 
sigmatic aorists (4, 5, 6) of the non-a-conjugation are followed 
by the sa-aorist as seventh. 

Thirdly: within the sigmatic formation, the forms of the 
non-a-conjugation show three sub-varieties. Here again it 
is plain, without any showing, that the formation with simple 
s should come first, that with i~ next, and that with si~ 
last. 

The augment belongs regularly in classical Sanskrit to all 
aorist formations. But in the Veda, augmentless forms are 
extremely common, and in sense are indicative or injunctive 
or precative. Prohibitive phrases with ma. are frequent, 
and many of these survive in classical diction: ma. bhus . . . 
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(be not ... ), ma rudas (don't cry), ma vadhis (don't 
strike), ma glasis (Ure not). 

The endings are the secondary ones. Apart from a trifling 
exception (at p. 98 d),2 all the stems in a are inflected exactly 
like any imperfect of the a-conjugation. 

The precative, as being an optative of the aorist, is treated 
with the other aorists, and at the end. - For a conspectus 
of paradigms of all the aorists, see the Table, p. 100-. 

Description and discussion of the seven aorists and the 
precative may now follow in their order as just given. 

Root-aorist. Active. - The augmented root is aorist
stem. This is made from roots in ii and from bhii. This 
aorist is closely analogous to the imperfect of the root-class 
(ya, go, aya-m aya-s aya-t) . In the 3. plural, the ending is 
2tS, and the radical ii disappear:s; but bhu has an. And the 
syllabic identity of the root is maintained before the vocalic 
endings by the transition-v: abhiiv am abhiiv an. Stems 
in classical use : 

da (give) ada 
ga (go) aga 

dM (put) adha 
pa (drink) apa 

stha (stand) astha 
bbii (become) abbll 

Root-aorist. Middle. - The augmented root in weak form 
is aorist-stem. Of middle forms a few are found. Thus, 
from roots in a, with a weakened to i: from da (give), adi
thas, adi-ta; from clha (put), adhi-thas, adhi-ta; from stha 
(stand) as thi-thas , asthi-ta. So from kr (make), akr-i, 
akr-thas, akr-ata. And from roots in a sonant aspirate: 
arab-clha, alab-clha, abud-clha, ayud-clha, arud-clha (for 
arabh-ta, etc.). The Hindus refer all these middle forms to 
the s-aorist, with loss of s; see p. 94 a. 

Root-aorist. Passive. - An i olated 3d singular is made by 
adding i to the augmented , and usually strengthened, root. 

2 When more precise reference is desired , the letters a, b, c, d, are used to 
designate the quarters of a page. 
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After radical Il, appears disjunctive y. Thus : tap (heat) 
atap-i; dha (put) adhay-i. So: 

yid (find) aved-i 
~ri (lean) a~ray-i 

budh (wake) abodh-i 
stu (praise) astav-i 

dr~ (see) adar~-i 
bhr (bear) abhar-i 

The a-aorist. - The stem consists of augment, weak root 
(no gul}a, no nasal), and stem-forming a; and it is jnflected 
like any imperfect of the a-conjugation. The middle is rare. 
T he a-aorist is thus, as to mode of formation, the precise 
analogue of an imperfect of the accented-a-class, of which 
also the root-vowel is weak. But note that the a-aorist of 
a given root differs markedly from the imperfect of the same 
root. Examples (first , the imperfect 3. s.; then, the a-aorist 
3. s. ; but of root ~as, the 1. s.) : 

rub (climb) aroha-t, aruha-t sic (pour) asiiica- t , asica-t 
sad (sit) asida-t, asada-t khya (see) akhya-t, akhya-t 

gam (go) agaccha-t, agama-t chid (cut) acchinat, acchida-t 

v rt (turn) avarta-ta, avrta-t ~k (be able) a!;akno-t, a!;aka-t 

na~ (perish) ana~ya-t, ana~-t ~as (order) a!;a -am, a~i~-m 

yid (find ) avinda-t, avida-t But kr (do) akaro-t, akara-t ! 

Reduplicated aorist. - The stem consists of augment, re
duplicated root, and stem-forming a. Inflect.ion like that 
of the imperfect of the a-conj. This aorist serves as aorist 
of causatives, and of dru (run) and ~ri (lean) a primary verbs. 
It is made from some forty roots in classical Sanskrit. 

Consonant of the reduplication. - This follows the general 
rules: of two initial con onants, the first is repeated; for an 
aspirate, the non-aspirate is substituted; for h or for a guttural, 
the palatal is substituted. 

dru (run) adudruva-t 
bhram (roam) abibhrama-t 

dhr (hold) ad idhara-t 
han (slay) aj ighana-t 

kr (do) aCikara-t 
grah (seize) ajigraha-t 

Vowel of the reduplication. - For radical a, a, i , i , r, ~ , 
appears an i-vowel ; for u or '11" appears an t.t,-vowel. 

jan (beget) aj ijana- t 
sadh (succeed) asi~dha-t 
duh (milk) adiiduha-t 

vi~ (enter) avivi~-t 
dip (shine) adidipa-t 
yuj (join) ayiiyuja-t 

vrdh (grow) aVivrdha-t 
k~p (be fit) aciklpa-t 
lup (break) aliilupa-t 
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Quantity. - The reduplicating yllable and the radical 
syllable regularly make a pro odial sequence of heavy and 
light (_ v). This is a most striking feature of the formation . 
Considering the number of roots beginning with two conso
nants (some 30 odd, first and last), a reduplicating vowel 
long by position mu t have been common and the sequence 
was matter of course in such examples as dr'U and bhram and 
grab, just given; and so likewise in 

tvar (hurry) atitvara-t 
!;ri (lean) a!;i!;riya-t 

k~ip (throw) acik~ipa-t 
cyu (fall) acucyuva-t 

hvr (waver) ajihvara-t 
!;fU (hear) a!;u~ruva-t 

But if the root begins with only one con onant, then (as 
if to establish the sequence), the reduplicating vowel is length
ened, as in the nine examples (jan, etc.) just given . - Excep
tions are: mil (wink) amimila-t; dip (shine) adidipa-t (Vedic; 
later, adidipa-t). 

And (again for the sake of the equence) a radical ti or i or U 

is even shortened, and a penultimate na al is dropped. 

riidh (thrive) arlradha-t bhli (become) ablibhuva-t 
dip (shine) adidipa-t slid (fullsh) aSli.uda-t 

krand (cry) acik.rada-t 
syand (flow) asi~yada-t 

The commonest forms of thi aori t are the active I. 2. 3. 
singular and 3. plural: thus, amumucat, amumucan. Note 
that all these make the prosodial sequence, v _ v ~, and that 
this exactly fits the cadence of the Vedic iambic dimeter or 
trimeter or of the Epic half-~loka. 

Roots in ti, with P in the cau ative, retain the p here: 
jfi.a (know) jfi.apaya-ti , ajijfi.ipa-t; stba (stand) sthapaya-ti, 
ati~thipa-t. 

Root vac (speak) makes avoca-t (for a-va-uca-t?). Forms 
from the stem voca are so frequent, that voc (like pracch or 
dad) is treated as a root. 

The s-aorist and the is-aorist. - These are of course sig
matic aorists without or with the disjunctive i,. and they are 
related to each other as are the sigmatic future-stems, da-sya 
and kar-i~ya . The s-aorist is made, earlier or later, from al
most IS0 roots; and, earlier or later, the i$-aorist is made 
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from over 150 roots. Together, they are thus the most numer
ous of all the aorist formations. But of roots belonging 
to the earlier and later language or to the later language, only 
about 4S roots make an s-aorist, and about 3S make an i~
aorist. 

Choice between the formation with s and that with i~.
As to this matter, a comprehensive rule can hardly be given. 
In a dozen cases and more, the same root shows stems of both 
formations: thus, tf (pass) atar!}-am, atari!}-am; so the roots 
car, mad, krand, mrj, radh, stu, etc. But for the later lan
guage, two simple and natural generalizations (the second is 
not comprehensive) may be of use: 

Fir t. Vocalic roots make their sigmatic aorist wi th s (not 
i~). 

But in the Veda, th se do indeed make aorists with i~, altho 
very seldom: thus, gr (swallow) agari!}-am. And some such 
forms (asmayiHa, a!;ayiHa) survive even in classical anskrit. 
But quotable forms are extremely rare. 

Second. Of con onantal roots, those whose final (such as 
c, (i,j, h; d, dh, p) combines with s easily and often and so as 
to yield an unambiguous result, - those roots add the s 
directly. 

But if the root ends in a sound or in sounds (such as ~, k~, s, 
1is, nd, l, v, rv, tll) not easily or often or unambiguously 
combinable directly with s, - then the collision is avoided 
by the disjunctive i, and the stem is made with the form- I 

d.tive i~. 

Thus from jlV (live) ajivi!}-am; ujjh (forsake), aujjhi!}-am: 
the combinations vs, jhs hardly occur in Sanskrit. From 
lk.!} (see), aik.!}i!}-i. From yac (ask), ayaci!}-am: not ayak!}-am, 
which is aorist of yaj (offer). From vad (say), avadi!}-am: 
not avats-am, which is aorist of vas (dwell). 

Table showing distribution of some later roots as between 
the two formations (s-aorist and i~-aorist); also the several 
types of treatment of the root-vowel. 
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S-aorist: roots with final vowel I~· aorist: roots with final vowel 
Root Active Middle Root Active Middle 

ci (pile) aca.i~-am smi (smile) asmayi~-i 
ji (win) ajai~-am 
ni (lead) anaiii-am aneii-i Ci (lie) acayiii-i 
bhi (fear) abhaiii-am 
cru (hear) acrau ii-am 
stu (laud) astliu~am asto~i 
hu (pour) ahau~am pO (cleanse) apavii?-am apavi!?-i 

jfia (know) ajnas-am ajfias-i 
ya (go) ayas-am 
ha (quit) ahas-am ahas-i 
kr (make) akar~am akrii-i bhr (bear) abhariii-am 
tr (pass) atlirii-am 
smr (mind) asmar~-am 

hr (take) aharii-am ahrii-i 

S-aorist: roots with medial vowel I~-aorist : roots \vith medial vowel 
chid (cut) achai ts-am achits-i Yid (know) avediii-am 
ric (leave) araik~am arik~-i vip (tremhle) avep i~- i 
muc (free) amauk~-am amuk~-i ruc (shine) arocl~-1 

rudh (hinder) arauts-am aruts-i budh (wake) abodhiii-am abodhiii-i 

drr; (see) adrak:ram adrk~-i v~ (rain) avar~i~-am 
sprc (touch) asprak~am vrdh (grow) avardhi~- i 
prc (ask) aprakii-am krt (cut) akartiii-am 
srj (emit) asrak~-am as rk~-i nrt (dance) anarti~-am 

bhaj (deal) abhakii-am abhakii-i vad (speak) avadiii-am avadi~-i 
tyaj (quit) atyak~-am mad (revel) amadiii-am 
vas (dwell) avats-am gras (eat) agrasiii-am 
dah (burn) adhakii-am grah (grip) agrahiii-am ! 
vyadh (pierce) avyats-am vyath (waver) avyathiii-i 
yam (hold) ayams-am ayams-i kram (step) akrami~am 
yap (strew) avaps-am yac (ask) ayaciii-am 
svap (sleep) asvaps-am bhaii (speak) abha9i~-i ! 
bhafij (break) abhaOks-am cans (laud) ar;aD.si~-am 
safij (cling) asii.~-am asakii-i hiiis (hurt) ahiDsi!?-am 

H ence these rules for the behavior of the root-vowels : 

S-aorist active 

Finals and 

Medials alike, all show vrddhi 

S-aorist middle 

Final i and u take gul)a 
Final ij, and l' and 
Medials . remain unaltered 

I~-aorist active 

Finals take vrddhi 
Medial i, 1t, t: take gu~ j but for 
Medial a, we find ij, or a 

I $-aorist middle 

Finals and 

Medials alike, aU show gul)a 
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But in the s-aorist middle, final a weakens to i in the roots 
da (give), dha (put), stha (stand) . Thus : adi~-i, adi~-ata; 
adhi~-i , adhi~-ata; asthi~-i, asthi~-ata. 

From the same roots and with the same weakening occur 
forms of the type adi-thas, adi-ta, classed above as true root
aorists middle. The Hindus class them as ' s-aorists with loss 
of s' (adi-ta for adi~-ta). Thus the traditional paradigm is : 
adi~-i , adi-thas, adi-ta; adi~-vahi, adi~-atha.m, adi~-atam; 

adi~-mahi , adi-<;J.hvam, adi~-ata. But it seems better to re
gard this as a patchwork of two sets of forms, each fragmen
tary, and each complementary to the other. 

In the i~-aorist active, for medial a, we find a in the roots 
vad (speak), mad (revel), car (move), vraj (go), jval (blaze) ; 
but medial a remains unaltered in dal (split), vadh (kill), 
va~ (will), gras (devour), kram (step), grah (grip) . Thus: 
acari~-am; but adali~-am. 

In the i~-aorist, moreover, consonantal roots that make a 
heavy syllable, remain of course unaltered. Thus: jiv (live) 
ajivi~-am; nind (revile) anindi~-am; hiils (hurt) ahiilsi~-am . 

But mv (play) adevi~-am! 
The v.rddhi in a~i~-am (~, eat), ai~i~-am (i~, send), aujjhi~

am (ujjh, forsake), etc., is due to the augment. 
Loss of tense-sign s in the s-aorist . - After the radical 

surd mute t or p,3 the tense-sign s is dropped before any of the 
active endings, lam, lam, la (2. d., 3. d., 2. p.) or of the middle 
endings thiis , la (2. s., 3. s.): see the forms marked with a star 
in the paradigm (page 100), where anaut-tam, for anaut-s-tam, 
from nud (push), is quite in accord with the ordinary ut-thita 
for ut-sthita, etc. Other examples (active second persons 
plural) are: achant-ta, for achant-s-ta, from chand (please) ; 
a~ap-ta, for a~ap-s-ta, from ~ap (curse). 

Likewise after the radical surd mute k, - when it is the 

8 By ' radical surd mute t or p' is meant either a root-final (very seldom : 
as in vrt ; tap, ~p, SfP), or else also the mute into which the root-final is changed 
before the tense-sign s (either t, as in chid, nud, pad, bhid, yid, krand, chand, 
skand, syand; budh, radh, rudh, vyadh; or else p, as in labh, stambh). 
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product of a gutturalizing 4 root-final (c or j), - the tense
sign is dropped without trace,5 before the t or th of the endings 
just mentioned. Thus: * apac-ta, apak-ta. Other examples 
below, left hand. 

Likewise after a domalizing 4 root-final (q or j), the tense
sign is dropped without trace,6 and the root-final becomes 
domal ~ before the said t or th: thus, * adra!,:-ta, adra~-ta; 

* amarj-ta, amar~-ta. Other examples below, right hand. 

Gutturalizing finals + s + ending Domalizing finals + s + ending 

pac (cook) apak!Tma; but apak-ta, 2. p. drc (see) aruak!Tma; butadra!Tta, 2. p. 
bhaj (deal) abhak!Tma; but abhak-ta sprc (touch) asprak!Tma; butaspraHa 
bhafij (break) abhank~-ma; abhank-ta mrj (wipe) amark!Tma; bu t amarHa 
muc (free) amuk!Ti; butamuk-thas, 2. s. srj (emit) asrk!Ti; but asrHhas, 2. s. 

Not only in the s-aorist, but also in the i~-aorist, the tense
sign s is dropped before dhvam (2. p. middle); and after the 
domalizing vowels (i, e, 0 , r ), the dh becomes domal. 

bhaj (deal)abhak~-mahi; abhag-dhvam I nj (lead) ane~-mahi; but ane· <;lhvam 
ra (give) aras-mahi; but ara-dhvam stu(Jaud) asto~-mahi; butasto-Qhvam 
jan (beget) ajani?-mahi; ajani-Qhvam vr (choose) avr~· ata, 3. p.; avr-Qhvam 

Forms classed as s-aorists by the Hindus, and made from 
roots in a sonant aspirate (rabh, take hold; labh, take; budh, 

• The root· final c, before t, reverts to the guttural k (vac, uk·ta), while the 
root-final, before t becomes domal $ (drc, dr~-ta) . - The root-final j, before 
t, shows a double behavior, now (like c) reverting to a guttural (yuj, yuk-ta), 
and now (like ,) becoming domal (mrj, mr~-ta) . - And again, in like manner, 
before t, the root-final" shows a double behavior, now (like c) yielding a guttural 
(duh, dug-dha), and now (like ,) yielding a domal (ruh, ra<;lha). 

Accordingly, we may call the c, and also the j and the " that behave like 
c, the gutturalizing root· finals. And in like manner, we may call the " and 
also the j and the " that behave like " the domalizing root-finals. 

This suggests distinctive names for the two kinds of j, namely, 'gutturalizing 
j ' and' domalizing j.' 0 'gutturalizing h' and 'domalizing h.' Such names 
are much needed. Their meaning appears on their face (as is not the case with 
'jl, j2, hI, h2,' nor with 'new' and 'old'). 

5 If it left a trace, w{' should expect • apa~-ta (for • apak-~-ta: since k~ + t 
normally yields !Tt, as in • cak!Tte, ca~-te). 

• Here, even if we assumed an intervening tense· sign s which left a trace, 
the result would still be the same: for * adrac-s·ta would yield * aruak-~·ta, 
and this would yield adraHa. So * arnarc-s-ta, * amark-~-ta, amar~-ta. 
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wake ; yudh, fight; rudh, hinder), are found occurring in the 
middle voice: namely, the 3. s. forms arab-dha, alab-dha, 
abud-dha, ayud-dha, arud-dha. The Hindu view is that 
from these also an s has been lost, and that the combination is 
then made in the usual way (bh-t becoming b-dh, etc.), and as 
if no s had ever intervened to leave a trace! This is hard to 
believe: for alabh-s-ta ought to yield alap-s-ta; and this in 
turn, alap-ta. Accordingly, and in spite of the occurrence of 
forms with s (such a alap-s-ata, 3. p.), the form of the type 
alab-dha may well be taken as standing for simple alabh-ta, 
tha t is, as root-aorists of the middle (p. 87 d). 

For the s-aorist of roots in a sonant aspirate, two para
digms may be given - if only to show the complexities of the 
sandhi. The forms cut a much wider swath in the grammars 
than they do in the literature. The starred forms are either 
non-quotable or rare or referable in part (see just above) to 
the root-aorist. Thus, from rudh (hinder) and dah (burn) : 

Paradigms of s-aorist, showing loss of tense-sign 
II.rauts am aruts i adhaks am adhalc? i 
arauts is arud dhas * adhakS is ad L.Ag. dhas * 
arauts it arud dha * adhak~ it ad .JUL dha * 
arauts va aruts vahi adhak~ va adhaks vahi 
araud dham* aruts atham ad ag dham* adhakS atham 
araud dham* aruts atam ad ag dham* adhak~ atam 
arauts ma aruts mahi adhak~ ma adhak~ mahi 
araud dha • arud dhvarn* ad ag dha * adhag dhvam* 
arauts us aruts ata adhiiklj us adhak~ ata 

The ' si~-aorist ' so-called. - The stem consists of augment 
and root and the element si~; and it is inflected precisely like 
that of the i~-aorist . . "Active only. The corre ponding mid
dle forms belong to the s-aorist." Thus the grammarians. 
(See p. 97 b.) Unequivocal si~-forms are made from only 
about half a dozen roots, all ending in a: see p. 98 b. 

The genesis of the si~-aorist from the s-aorist is so closely 
connected with the history of the s-aorist, and with the his
tory of the personal endings of the s-aorist and of the i~-aorist, 
that these matters must all be treated together. 

L-

L--
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In the i~-aorist active, 2 . s. and 3. s., we should expect that 
apavi~-s, apavi~-t, from pll (cleanse), would yield apavis, 
apaVlS. But the tendency to establish the usual r lation of 
sand t in the two persons, 2. s. and 3. s., i so strong that in the 
3. s. the ending t is preserved at the expense of the tense-sign 
s; and thus, for the 2 . s. and 3. s., we have the form apav-is, 
apav-it. So, from vadh (slay), avadh-is, avadh-it. These 
form in is and it, as endings (nota bene /) of the i~-aorist, are 
common from the earliest period of the language; but (nota 
bene /) , as endings of the s-aorist, they are almost unknown to 
the oldest texts. 

In the s-aorist active singular, the oldest Vedic inflection is 
quite regular. Thus: 

pra (fill) ji (win) nI (lead) dah (burn) rie (leave) muc (free) 
I. apras-am ajai~-am anai~-am adhii.k -am araik~-am amauk.!)-am 
2. apras 7 ajais anais adhak araik amauk 

3· apras 7 ajais anais adhak ariiik amauk 

But the tendency to differentiate the two identical and 
therefore ambiguous forms of the 2. s. and 3. s. shows itself 
here in the s-aorist al 0, and strikingly: for in the Veda, we 
find as third singular of pra, ji, ni, not only the old and regular 
forms apras, ajais, anais, but also the tentative and abortive 
forms aprat,8 ajait, anait. 

The second step due to this tendency is the taking-over, 
for the ambiguous forms of the s-aorist, of the unambiguous 
endings of the i~-aorist, namely, of the endings is and it. 

These, added to the ambiguous forms 'ajais, anais (which al-

7 apras for apras-s, apras-t 
ajais for ajai~· s, ajai~-t 

anais for anai~-s, anai~-t 
adhak for adhak~-s, adhaki1-t 

8 To wit, in a most interestingly modernized resolution of the ubiquitous 
apradyavaprthiviantarik~am. The manuscript combination apraddyava
may mean (Whitney, Grammar, 232 a) either apra dyava- or aprad dyava-. 
At R. V. I, lIS, lC, the word-reading is a aprii~ dyava-, implying the old and 
correct apras. But at A. V. xnr, 2 , 3S, the author of the word· reading has. 
justifiably and ignorantly, the later and (for him) easier form anrat. 
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ready contain the tense-sign s) , yield the clearly distinguished 
forms ajai!?-is ajai!?-it , anai!?-is anaiHt. 

Of this type are the forms which become the prevailing 
ones in the later language, and which are therefore given in 
the paradigm (page 100). But it must be carefully noted that 
they are a later and secondary formation, and are hardly found 
in the oldest texts, the Rig- Veda, to which a form like anai!?-it 
is almost unknown. 

Almost , but not entirely. - For in the Rig- Veda, from 
ya (go), we find, no t only the old and normal forms of the 
s-aorist, aya -am ayas-us, but also the later form ayas-it. This 
last 9 is also a true s-aorist; but it is nevertheless a younger 
hybrid form, and made, precisely like the later anai!?-it, by 
adding to an s-aorist stem an i~-aorist ending; and it is per
haps the earliest quotable instance of such a hybrid forma
tion.lo 

But in the i,5-aorist, corresponding to apav-it apav-is, 
abodh-it abodh-is, akram-it akram-Is, we have the fi r t per
sons singular apav-i!?am, abodh-i!?am, akram-i!?am; and so, 
by the easiest possible' false analogy,' and corresponding to 
ayas-it, is formed the first singular, ayas-i!?am. 

The successive phases of the s-aorist inflection are clearly 
seen in the active singular of ha (quit): Phase r. The oldest 
Vedic inflection; Phase 2. The inflection with tentative 
differentiation; Phase 3. The later hybrid inflection with 
is, it ; Phase 4. The derailment into si,5-forms.- There IS 

added the middle singular. 

I. ahas-am 
2. ahas 
3. ahas 

ahas-am 
ahas 
ahat 

ahas-am 
ahas-is 
ahas-it 

ahas-i~m 
ahas-is 
ahas-it 

• Despi te the fact that it is sometimes classified as a si,·aorist. 

ahas-i 
ahas-thas 
ahas-ta 

10 It occurs in the Soma-book of the Rig-Veda, IX,86,I6.9o,I.92,6, - places 
which do not show the marks of high antiquity. And it may itself be deemed 
a mark of modernity. 
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Forms of the type of the fir t singular, ayas-i~am, in which 
the s is felt rather as a part of the root 11 than as a tense-sign, 
are the undoubted starting-point for the similar formations, 
few in number, which are covered by the de ignation 'si~

aorist. ' 
The third and second persons singular, made with it and is, 

are the only hybrid forms of the s-aorist, whether active or 
middle; and it i plain (see p. IOr) that they are the only ones 
that would erve a points of departure for a 'false forma
tion ' like aya -i.am. 

From thi it is clear why (as the grammarians say: p. 94 d) 
the si~-formation is restricted to the active, and why (since 
the formation i an abortive outgrowth of the s-aori t) its 
, corresponding middle ' should be the middle of the s-aorist. 

If the si~-forms are merely a false growth from the hybrid 
forms in it and is of the s-aorist, then we ought not to expect 
to find si~-forms except from root which show s-aorist forms . 
And this is in fact the rule. And since the e hybrid forms are 
almost unknown to the oldest texts, the si~-forms should be 
of extreme rarity in such texts. Thi also is the ca e. 

In the Rig- Veda, only the beginning of the si~-aorist are 
found. Thus, from ya: aya i. -am, -tam, -ta, -us, be ide the 
older and normal ayas-am, ayas-us, and the hybrid ayas-it. 
So from ga ( ing): agasi~-us, beside the normal r. s. middle 
gas-i. - As early as the Atharva-Veda , occur si~-forms from 
ha: thus, hasi~-us, beside the older ha -us of the older text, 
R.V. In many Vedic texts (see Whitney's note to A.V. 
VII,8I,S) occurs pyasi~-imahi, beside which is found al 0 

apyas-am. - In the BrahmaJ?as occur si~-forms from jfia: 
thus, ajfi.asi~-am, beside ajfi.as-am. So from dhya: adhyasi.
am, beside dyas-us. - From jya (overpower) we find ajya i~
am, etc. ; and in Nirukta, from mna (note) , is found amna i~
us: but from neither of these roots are s-forms quotable (this 

U In like manner the tense-sign of aras-ma has come to be taken as part of 
the root ra (give), so that from the secondary root ras, present-stem rasa-, are 
made rasa-te, etc. 
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may be accidental?). - In all the Maha-Bhtirata, roots jfia 
and ya are the only ones that make si,l"-forms : ajflasil?-am, 
-ma; ayas-it. - Note that all these si,l"-forms just cited 
(except ayas-it) are unequivocal si,l"-forms. 

Equivocal forms from roots in (i occur as follows: adras-it 
(slept) , adhmas-it, apas-it (kept), avas-it (blew), ahvas-it, 
glas-is, mlas-is; and from nam, anams-it. By themselves, 
all these forms may be taken either as forms of the si,l"-aorist, 
or else as hybrid forms of the s-aorist. In default of un
equivocal forms to support them as si,l"-forms, we assume that 
they are hybrid s-aorists. For this assumption, in the case of 
apas-it, there is the support of the subjunctive pas-ati (R. V.), 
and, in the ca e of anams-it, the support of the Kii(haka form 
an an (for anams-t). 

Roots with unequivocal si~·forms Roots with equivocal forms in it or is 

ya (go) pya (swell) jya (overpower) dra (sleep) vii (blow) mla (fade) 
ga (sing) jfia (know) mna (note) dhma (blow) hva (call) nam (bow) 
ha (quit) dhya (think) pa (keep) gla (tire) 

To sum up then: The si,l"-aorist, so-called, is merely a name 
covering a few forms from roots in ii and m, made by false 
analogy from forms of the singular of the s-aorist active. 

In the Veda are seen the beginnings of a process of transfer 
of da (give: S{-S(J)-/LL) and dha. (put: T{-BT/-/LL) to the a-conjuga
t ion. In the precisely similar case of stha (stand : 't-CTTTf/LL) 

the process was not only begun, but also carried out. With 
da and dha it proved abortive, a case of ' arrested develop
ment.' Such also is the case of the si,l"-formation. 

The sa-aorist. - This is made only from roots which end 
in It, q, ~, or j. All these finals are sounds which, in combina
tion with the s of the tense-sign, make k,l". All these roots 
have i or 1/, or r as medial vowel, and it remains unstrengthened. 
The stem consists of augment and root and the tense-sign sa. 
lt is inflected precisely like an imperfect of the a-conjugation, 
- but with three exceptions (marked with a star in the para
digm, p . 100 d) as follows: 
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In the middle, the forms of the r. s. and 2. and 3. dual must 
be made from a stem in s (that is, in k~) and have the endings 
of the non-a-conjugation. Thus the grammarians; but no 
such forms are quotable. 

The root making sa-aorists are less than a score. In the 
earlier language, this formation is hardly more than sporadic. 
In the Rig-Veda, it appears from only seven roots. And from 
the entire M aha-Bhiirata not an instance is reported. In
cluding duh (milk: adhuk~-t), guh (hide: aghuk.$a-t), rub 
(climb), mih (mingere), lib (lick), some 17 roots may be listed, 
- 7 in h, 5 in ~, 3 in~, 2 inj : 

drub (harm) adruk~-t I vie; (enter) avik~-t \ die; (point) I k+~ (drag) 
vrh (tear) aVrk!?'l-t} mre (stroke) amrk!?'l- t } kruc (yell) dvi~ (hate) 
vrj (wring) avrk~a-t mrj (wipe) amrk!?'l-t sprc (touch) pi~ (pound) 

Precative or benedictive mode. - Precative forms are 
optatives (and accordingly, augmentl s ), made, in the active, 
with the mode-sign ya + s, and, in the middle, with the mode
sign i + s or else with i , interpo ed between the radical part 
and the ending. 

In the clas ical language, precative forms are extremely 
rare in the active, and in the middle they are virtually un
known. In the Vedic texts, however, a few score are found , 
and of these ome examples may be given at this point, since 
they are made almost wholly from stems of the root-aorist 
and igmatic aorists. 

Of the root-aorist, only active forms are recognized by the 
Hindu grammar as part of the accepted precative. [In the 
Rig- Veda appear two middle forms (and no more) , pad-i$-ta 
and muc-i$-t2..] - Of the sigmatic aorists, only middle forms 
are in use. 

The paradigm is given at p. IOr. From it, the que tionable 
2 . and 3. dual (bhavi$-i-yastham, bhavi$-i-yastiim) and also 
the 2. p . (bhavi$-i-<;lhvam) are omitted , as non-quotable. 
They have never been found in actual use. It thus appears 

[For the cOlltilluation of this selltellce, see page 102 1 
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Paradigms of aorists : simple, reduplicated, sigmatic (s-aorist) 

1. Root-aorist 
See p. 87 

da (give) bhu (be) 

:> ada m abhuvam 
~.ada s abhu s 
" ada t abhu t 

ada va abhu va 
>-l 

ada tam abhii tarn er 
" " ada tam abhu tam 0 

" 
~ ada ma abhu ma 

ada ta abhii ta 
~ ad us abhuvan 

Q;s: 
a; ,,0. 

0-
c" ., 
~ 
0 

" ,,' 'l.l 
.:". 
0 

" 

2. A-aorist 
See p. 88 

sic (pour) 

:> asiea m 
" ~. asica s 
n asica t 

asica va 
>-l asica tam 
0" 

asica tam " 
~ asiea ma 
~ aSlea ta 

Q 
asica n 

... ~ asic e 
~g: asica thiis 
~ "asiea ta 
c. asiea vahi " .. 

etham " a le .:". 
0 asie etam c 

asica mahi 
asiea dhvam 
asiea nta 

3· Redupl. aor. 
See p. 88 

jan (beget) 

ajijana m 
ajIjana s 
ajIjana t 

ajIjana va 
ajIjana tam 
ajIjana tam 
ajljana ma 
ajIjana ta 
ajijana n 

ajIjan e 
ajIjana thas 
ajIjana ta 

ajIjana vahi 
ajIjan etham 
ajIjan ctam 

ajijana mahi 
ajijana dhvam 
ajljana nta 

4· S-aorist 
See p. 89-

nl (lead) nud (push) 

anai~ am anauts am 
~nai~ Is anauts Is 
anai~ It anauts It 

anai~ va anauts va 
anai~ tam anaut tarn * 
anai~ tam anaut tam * 

anai~ ma anauts ma 
anai~ ta anaut ta * 
anai~ us anauts us 

ane~ i anu ts i 
ane~ thas anu t thas * 
ane~ ta anut ta * 

ane~ vahi anuts vahi 
ane~ atham anuts atham 
ane~ atam anut atiim 

ane~ mahi anu ts mahi 
ane <;Ihvam anud dhvam* 
ane~ ata anu ts ata 

7· Sa·aorist 
See p . 98 

die (point) 

adik~a m 
adik~ 5 

adik~a t 

adik~ va 
adik~ tam 
adik~a tam 

adik~ ma 
adik~ ta 
adik~ n 

adik~ i • 
adik~ thas 
adik~ ta 

adik~ vahi 
adik~ atham * 
adik~ atam * 

adik~a mahi 
adik~a dhvam 
adik~ nta 
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Paradigms, continued: (i,s--aorist, si,s--aorist, precative) 

$ . I s-ao rist 6. Sis-aorist Prccative 
See p. 89- See p. 98 See p. 99 

Pl! (cleanse) budh (wake) ya (go) bhU (be) 
apavi~ am abodhi~ am ayasi~ am bhilyas a m 
apavis abodhis ayas is bhilyas 
apav! abodhI . t ayas It bhuya t 

apavi~ va abodhi va aya i~ va bhilyas va 
apavi . (.am abodhi~ tarn aya i~ tarn bhuyas tarn 
apavi~ tarn abodhi~ tam ayasi~ tam bhUyas tarn 

apavi~ ma abodb i~ rna ayasi~ rna bhOyas ma 
apavi~ ta ab dhis ta aylisi~ (.a bhOyas ta 
apavi~ us abodhi~ us ayasi~ us bhOyas us 

apavi~ i abodhi~ i bhavj~i Y a 
apavi ~ thas abodh i~ thas bhavi$ili thlis 
apavi~ (.a abodhj~ (.a bhaviliili ta 

apavi~ vahi abodhi~ vahi bhavi~i vahi 
apavi~ atham abodhi athlim 
apavi~ atam abodhi~ atam 

apavi. mahi abodhi~ mahi bhavi~i mahi 
apavi <;Ihvam abodhi <;Ihvam 
apavi~ ata abodhi~ ata bhavi~i ran 
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[Continuation of the sentence at the end of page 99·] 

that, in the middle, the' inserted s ' is actually found only in 
the 2. s. and 3. s., before -tlu'is and -ta. Other than these fiye 
fo rms, accordingly, there remain in the middle only four 
fo rms (the three first per ons and the 3. p.), and these are clear 
optatives made with i from sigmatic aorist stems. 

The 'in erted s ' is highly problematic: is it a tense-sign, 
following the mode-sign? but the sigmatic precatives (for ex
ample, mans-i!?tha , modi!?-i!?tha , yasi!?-i!?thas) do in fact show 
a tense-sign before the mode-sign. 

Root-form. - In the active, the root is treated before ya 
(= iYa) as it is before the passive-sign ya (iYa) : ~ru (hear) 
~ril-yasam; kr (do) kri-yasma; kr (scatter) kir-yat; sific-ati 
(pours) sic-yat; vad (say) ud-yasam. And final a with the i 
of iYa (= ya) makes e, as elsewhere: pa (drink) peyas, 3. s. 
- In the middle, the root shows the same form as in the cor
responding indicative aorist: mrk?i~-~a (m~c), modisls-thas. 

The per onal endings are the secondary ones, with the 
optative us in the 3. p. active, and with the optative a and ran 
in the 1. s. and 3. p. middle. - In the 2. s. and 3· s. active, the 
oldest texts have -yas -yas (for -yas-s -yas-t). The later texts 
evade the ambiguity (as elsewhere: p. 95 a), and have -yas 
-yat, at the expense of the ' inserted s.' 

Examples of actually occurring precatives: made from -

Root·aorist-stems: Sigmatic aorist-stems : middle only 
active only S·aorist I $· aorist 

I.s. bhii yas am RV. I.s. muk~ i Ya I.s. edhi~ i Ya 

2.S. bbii yas RV. I.S. lops i Ya Upan. I.S. jani~ i Ya 

3·S. bhO yas RV. 2.S. mails i~ thas 2.S. modi~ i~ thas 
3·S. bhii ya t AV. 3.S. mans i~ ~ 3·S. ja~ i~ ta 
2.d. bhii yas tam VS.· 3.S. mrk~ i~ ta 3·S. vani~ i~ ta 
l .p. bhii yas ma AV. I.p_ mans i mahi I.p. edhi~ i mam 
2.p. bhii yas ta TS.· Si$-aorist 
2.p. brii yas taNala· .VS.2.7 ·Nala 17.36 2.S. yasi~ i~ thas 
3.P. vadh yas us TS.· *TS. 3,~,5'; 2.6,61 I.p. pyasi~ I mam 


